Explore the Experience

About Us
Speedﬂow is glued together by a strong desire to get to the core of
things. This attitude seeps into everything we do and carries us to
every new horizon we reach. It also drives us to help others look
beyond their horizons. We want to accompany our partners on their
journey towards business success and, together, enjoy the fruits for
years to come.
Speedﬂow consists of a group of associated companies, registered
in the UK, Bulgaria and Hong Kong. For over 15 years, Speedﬂow
has serviced the industry and partners with innovative and reliable
solutions. See the next page for a full list of our services.
Our team is assembled of cherry-picked professionals who do what
they do because it is in their blood. We have cutting-edge
tech-heads with PhDs and Master Degrees in engineering and
programming, trustworthy sales-gurus in business development,
account management and sales, and tireless creators in design and
marketing.
Venture to place your trust in them and let’s explore the possibilities
together.
15 years of excellence and reliability

We Offer
Telecom Services
1.1 VoIP Carrier Services
- VoIP CLI
- VoIP non-CLI
- TDM routes
- Call Centre routes
1.2 SMS Carrier Services
- SMPP messaging
- Bulk SMS
- A2P messaging
Software Solutions
2.1 MediaCore SBC – Carrier-grade VoIP and SMS platform
2.2 AccuCore – ERP system
2.3 AdCharge – Media platform
Development Services
3.1 Web Development
3.2 Mobile App Development
3.3 Custom Software
3.4 Outsourcing
Afﬁliate Advertising
4.1 Desktop Advertising
4.2 Mobile Advertising

VoIP Services
Speedﬂow has been delivering high-quality VoIP trafﬁc and peering
since 2004. Over the years, we have built a sturdy infrastructure of
over eight hundred interconnections across six continents.
We rely on our own services and facilities. This, and the huge
number of interconnections we have, allows us to set the rates to
lower-than-average market prices. Our prices are one of the best on
the market but not at the expense of the quality of our routes.
We believe that, in today’s VoIP environment, reputation is not only
what sets companies apart but also what keeps them in the business
in the long run. We value our reputation enormously. This is why we
are ﬂexible in our approach and always pay on time. So, join us and
let’s help people reach every corner of the world with our services.

Our voice services:
- CLI
- Non-CLI
- TDM
- Call Centre Routes
- A-Z Termination
- VoIP Wholesale/Retail

Why interconnect
with us?
- Attractive rates
- Top-quality routing
- Multi-currency
- Reliable infrastructure
- Trustworthy
- 24/7 support

SMS Services
We provide full-range SMS services including A-Z SMS termination,
direct and SIM routes, Bulk SMS, A2P messaging, SMPP and SS7
messaging. Our 1-hop and 0-hop routes to mobile operators guarantee high-capacity, instant delivery and attractive rates.
In this market environment, we take pride in the fact that we aim to
deliver—and succeed—Direct, Wholesale and SIM routes at the
best price-quality ratio out there.

Advantages of working with us:
- Instant delivery of messages
- Best market rates
- Quality SMPP messaging
- 1-hop and 0-hop routes
- Global coverage
- Alphanumeric ID

MediaCore SBC
MediaCore SBC is a uniﬁed Class 4 VoIP solution for carriers of all
sizes. The session border controller is designed to handle high
volumes of trafﬁc. A pack of market-leading, high-performance
features put order back into carriers’ operational processes, which
in turn brings about peak efﬁciency and bottlenecks expenditure
ﬂow. Additionally, MediaCore SBC takes trivial business and VoIP
processes and automates them, and, as a result, improves overall
business performance and brings about higher revenue. With
MediaCore SBC, your business is safe.
Why MediaCore SBC?
- Switching – smooth and intelligent transmission of voice and
SMS packets
- Routing Mechanism – feature-packed efﬁcient, real-time routes
control
- Accurate Billing with automatic invoice generation
- Transcoding – an up-to-date decoding system allowing you to
tackle the world
- Revenue Assurance – reliable anti-fraud system “The Guardian”

MediaCore SBC beneﬁts:
- Turnkey solution
- Quick implementation
- Hassle-free data migration
- Effective installments
- Regular free updates
- 24/7 Technical Support

MediaCore SMS
MediaCore SMS is a stand-alone solution designed for Wholesale
SMS providers looking for a reliable carrier-to-carrier Bulk SMS
platform. Packed with a set of intelligent functionalities, MediaCore
SMS guarantees exceptional A-Z SMS termination quality.
Having an API onboard, MediaCore SMS can be a part of the complete MediaCore SBC or integrated with any other third-party
system – ERP, CRM, etc. It can support up to 1000 SMS per second.
Why MediaCore SMS?
- Switching – smooth and uninterrupted delivery of SMS Wholesale
messages
- Routing Mechanism - simple and advanced modes
- Accurate Billing – regulates costs and monitors clients’ payment
status
- Reporting and Analytic Tools - automates and optimizes business
operation processes
Functionality:
- Up to 1000 SMS per second
- SMPP Protocol Support
- MCC MNC Lookup
- TX/RX and TRX Connection modes

Advantages of MediaCore SMS:
- Security and reliability
- Broad spectrum of functionalities
- Regular updates
- 24/7 Technical Support

AccuCore
AccuCore is our state-of-the-art VoIP ERP system. This stand-alone
tool analyzes and manages rates, accounting and business ﬁnances.
It automates and optimizes trivial processes, saving providers’ time
and resources, so they can be allocated to business growth instead.
Direct your business the right way with AccuCore!
Features of AccuCore:
- Automatic Price List Management
- Statement of Account
- Price Lists and Report Generation
- Dispute Management
- Targets and Offers Analysis
- 50+ GAAP, IAS-compliant Reports

Why AccuCore?
- More resources
- Data protection and business security
- Compatibility with third-party systems
- Customization options
- Professional 24/7 Technical Support

AdCharge
AdCharge is an innovative, call-based advertising media platform
for Android and iOS devices. It can be integrated with operators’
self-serving apps, cross-platform apps for calling and messaging, or
with any other mobile application. With AdCharge, advertisers can
display branded and targeted messages, which receive 100% user
attention. Mobile operators who use AdCharge get revenue share
from advertisers.
The platform is a reliable way to boost mobile app downloads and
reach unprecedented access to mobile subscribers across the
globe.

AdCharge beneﬁts:
- New source of revenue
- Customer loyalty boost
- Extra value to operator services
- Guaranteed views with high conversion
- Advanced targeting options – get to the
right audience

Custom Application Development
Speedﬂow offers full-cycle business application development. We
take projects during any stage of development, including integration, customization and maintenance. We are eager to charge at and
excel in any custom application development project such as custom
software, modules, extensions, mobile apps and a variety of other
applications.
Our highly-qualiﬁed team is also available for outsourcing, offering
businesses a reliable, risk-free approach to app development
projects. Take advantage and grow your ideas with Speedﬂow
outsourcing!
Programming Languages:
- C++
- Java
- Python
- SQL/DB
- CSS
Frameworks:
- Django
- Bootstrap
- Celery
- Django-rest
- Angular JS
Our Advantages:
- Full Development Cycle
- Business Intelligence and Analytics
- Project Management
- Customer Development
- QA and Support

Other Projects
Crane Digitalization Software
Speedﬂow produces digital crane solutions for crane operators. We
replace analog elements with digitally-driven ones, thus extending
their life and automating the crane engineering process for
improved efﬁciency and compatibility with other machinery. Our
crane solutions are standardized and can be integrated with different crane operators worldwide.
Legato
Legato is a Bulk SMS portal for small and medium businesses,
designed to send SMS campaigns and notiﬁcations to their clients. It
comprises of a website and user-friendly portal, where customers
can easily create and manage their SMS campaigns.
Healthy Kid
Speedﬂow is involved in a number of initiatives aimed at improving
the education, health care and general wellbeing of children.
Healthy Kid is one such project. It is a website and a mobile app
developed by Speedﬂow, which aim to help parents ﬁnd immediate
medical assistance for their children. It works by detecting the location and calculating the fastest route to an appropriate medal
center.
Leukerbad Clinic
We are proud to have worked with the reputable rehabilitation and
revitalization Swiss clinic Leukerbad. Speedﬂow undertook a web
development project for the clinic, involving web design, A-Z animation videos, graphic and content management, presentation
designs, website translation in multiple languages and much more.
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